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TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Kensington in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Ken-
sington on Tuesday, the eighth day of March, next at 10:00 of
the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following Articles:
1, 2 & 3.
Polls will close at 7:30 p.m.
You are hereby notified to meet at the American Legion Hall in
said Kensington on Thursday, the tenth day of March, next at
7:30 p.m. to act upon Article 4 and subsequent articles.
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if the town will vote to amend zoning ordinance by
amending article 9 relating to building permit fees as follows:
"by increasing the minimum fee from $5^00 to 810.00, returnable
to the Building Inspector as payment in full for his services."
3. To see if the town will adopt article 30, Wetland Conserva-
tion District:
I. PURPOSE
The general purpose of this District is for regulation of wet-
lands in Kensington in such a manner as to preserve the Town's
water resources for the benefit of public health, safety and
general welfare. Correlated purposes are:
A. To preserve wetland areas for their natural productivity,
wildlife habitat, recreational and scenic enjoyment, and to
encourage uses that will enhance these values.
B. To preserve natural wetland areas which provide flood pro-
tection, nutritient absorption and augmentation of stream
flows during dry periods.
C. To prevent the development of structures and other land
uses on naturally occurring wetland areas that would con-
tribute to surface and groundwater pollution or reduce sur-
face and groundwater supplies.
D. To prevent unnecessary or excessive expense to the Town in
providing and maintaining obligated services which arise
because of the inappropriate use of wetland areas.
II. DEFINITION AND DESIGNATION
A. The Kensington Wetlands Conservation District encompasses
specific areas mapped and delineated by the United States
Department of Agriculture (U.S.D.A.) Soil Conservation Ser-
vice. This District is shown on a map designated as the
"Town of Kensington Wetlands Conservation District."





Poorly drained; soils - those soil areas in which the water
table rises to within six inches of the ground surface
for six to nine months of the year.
Very poorly drained soils - those soil areas in which the
water table is at or on the surface of the ground for
more than nine months of the year.
Wetland area boundaries indicated on the Wetland Conservation
District map are based on soil survey field work conducted
during 1978. This work was done in cooperation with the
Rockingham County Conservation District by staff scientists
of the U.S.D.A. , Soil Conservation Service. Copies of this
work in total are on file with the Kensington Planning Board,
Conservation Comm. , and Town Clerk, as well as the District
office of the Soil Conservation Service in Exeter.
B. In Cases where areas designated by the Wetlands Conservation
District are regulated by the Land Use Ordinance and Subdivi-
sion Control Regulations, the more restrictive regulations
shall govern.
III. PERMITTED USES
A. For areas with poorly drained soils:
1. General: Any use that does not involve the erection of
a permanent residential, commercial or industrial
structure and that does not alter the surface configura-
tion of the land by the addition of fill or by dredging,
except as a common treatment associated with a permitted
use. A permitted use must be consistent with the pur-
pose and intent of Section I. Permitted uses include,
but are not limited to:
a. Agriculture;
b. Forestry and tree farming;
c. Construction of well water supplies;
d. Drainage ways, to include streams, creeks or other
paths of natural runoff as well as common agricul-
tural land drainage;
e. Wildlife habitat development and management;
f. Parks and recreation;
g. Conservation areas and nature trails;
h. Open space as permitted or required by subdivision
regulations.
B. For very poorly drained soils and/or marshes, swamps, ponds,
bogs, and streams:
1. General: Such uses as specified by Section III-A for
poorly drained soils shall be permitted except that no
alteration of the surface configuration of the land by
filling will be allowed, even if the proposed use is a
common treatment associated with a permitted use. No
erection of a structure will be permitted.
IV. FR0HI3ITED USES
Uses prohibited in the Wetlands Conservation District include
but are not limited to:
A. Waste disposal systems;
3. Septage waste or sludge disposal;
C. Storage of gasoline, fuel oil or other hazardous materials;




A. Poorly drained soils may be used to fulfill all but 3/4- of an
acre (30,000 square feet) of any building lot minimum acreage
requirement provided that the non-wetland area is sufficient
in si z e and configuration to accommodate all required utili-
ties, as determined by the Town of Kensington Test Pit
Inspector.
B. No very poorly drained soils or bodies of water may be used
to satisfy minimum lot size.
VI. SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS
A. Special exceptions may be granted by the Board of Adjustment
for the following uses within the Wetlands Conservation
District, if it can be shown that such proposed use will not
conflict with the purposes and intent of Section I. Proper
evidence to this effect shall be submitted in writing to the
Board of Adjustment.
1. Streets, roads and other access ways and utility right-
of-way easements, if such location is essential to the
productive use of land not so zoned, and so constructed
as to minimize any detrimental impact of such use upon
the Wetland Conservation District.
2. The construction of wharves, footbridges, catwalks,
fences, water impoundments and beaches. The Building
Inspector shall ensure that all construction conform to
standard construction requirements.
B. The Kensington Conservation Commission and the Rockingham
County Conservation District may submit their comments on the
anticipated environmental effects of these uses on the area
proposed for such use, which will be used by the Board of
Adjustment in its decision.
C. All necessary state permits and approvals required by State
Statutes shall be obtained prior to local special exceptions
being granted.
VII. PROCEDURE FOR REVIEW
A. Building Permits for Individual Lots:
1
.
Lots of Record - The Building Inspector shall check the
location of proposed construction relative to the Wet-
lands Conservation District to ensure compliance with
this Article. Wetland information from the Wetland
Conservation District map shall be submitted to and
reviewed by the Building Inspector. The person apply-
ing for a building permit shall gather necessary infor-
mation.
2. New Lots - The Building Inspector shall rely on the re-
view of the Test Pit Inspector, as required by Section
V-A.
B. Subdivision Proposals: Upon receiving a subdivision proposal,
the Planning Board shall check the location of all proposed
new lots relative to the Wetlands Conservation District to
ensure compliance to this Article. The Town Of Kensington
Test Pit inspector shall include, as part of his site in-
formation, whether the special provisions of Section V of
this Article have been met.
Wetland information from the Wetland Conservation District
map shall he submitted to the Planning Board by the person
proposing a subdivision.
VIII. PROCEDURE FOR APPEAL OF WETLAND CLASSIFICATION
In the event that an area is alleged to be incorrectly designated
on the Wetland Conservation District Map, the person or persons
aggrieved by such designation, or the Planning Board or Test Pit
Inspector, may call upon the services of an independent qualified
soil scientist to examine the area in question and report on the
actual location of the Wetland area. Such investigations shall
be undertaken at the expense of the person or persons so aggriev-
ed. A qualified soil scientist is interpreted to mean a person
qualified in soil classification and who is recommended or ap-
proved by the Rockingham County Conservation District Supervisors,
4. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
Town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of
the same. Selectmen's estimate of expenditures for the ensuing
year is $203,658.86.
5. To see if the Town wishes to allow a discount on taxes paid
within 30 to 60 days after presentation of tax bills.
6. To vote on the basis of payment and the amount thereof to be
paid to the Tax Collector for the collection of taxes.
7. To see if the Town will grant the Selectmen authority to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
8. By petition of Judith S. Pease and others: "To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 84-81.00 to
assist Rockingham Child and Family Services, a private, non-
profit organization. The amount of this request is based on
services rendered to 13 residents of the Town of Kensington
during the period July 1, 1981 through June 30, 1982, inclusive.
These residents used 31,260.00 worth of services, however, only
3481.00 could be billed according to their ability to pay. We
therefore request a match payment from the Town, in this in-
stance being 3481.00. These funds to be used for current opera-
ting expenses to enable Rockingham Child and Family Services to
continue providing individual and family counseling for residents
of the town of Kensington whether or not said residents are able
to pay."
9. By petition of Edith N. Keough and others, to see if the
town of Kensington will: "appropriate the sum of 8244.00 to the
Greater Raymond Community Action Center, part of the Rockingham
County Community Action Program, Inc., a private, non-profit,
anti-poverty agency. This amount represents 2.5% of 89,787.00,
the value of services rendered to Kensington residents from
September 1, 1981 through August 31, 1982."
"10. By petition of Nancy S. Roffman and others, "To see if the
town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for
the continuation of the Mediation Program."
11. Too see if the town of Kensington will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,517.00 to the Exeter Area Visiting
Nurse Association, Inc.
12. To see if the town of Kensington will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $94-8.50 to the Rockingham Planning Comm.
13. By petition of Sandra Gavutis and others, to see if the town
of Kensington will require that any emergency response plans for
the Town arid the Seabrook Nuclear Project he approved by the town
meeting as a condition for their acceptance by the town.
1. The Selectmen will cause any evacuation or other emergency
response plans for the Seabrook Nuclear Project which affect
the town which are developed by or for the town, the State of
New Hampshire, the Public Service Company of New Hampshire, to
come before the Town Meeting for approval by majority vote.
2. No town official or agency shall promote the implementation
of an emergency response plan for the Seabrook Nuclear Project
which has not been approved by the Town Meeting.
14. By petition of Nora M. Tuthill and others, to see if the
town will vote to go on record in support of immediate actions
by the Federal Government to control and reduce acid rain which
is harmful to the environment and economy of our town, our State
and the nation, and to the health and welfare of the people of
our town, our State and the nation. These actions shall include:
1. Reduce by at least half the major cause of acid rain, sulfur
dioxide emissions, by the year 1990.
2. Conclude negotiations and adopt a treaty with the government
of Canada that will commit both nations to this same goal.
The record of the vote on this article shall be transmitted to
the New Hampshire Congressional Delegation and to the Fresident
of the United States.
15* To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$18,000.00 for renovation of the interior of the Town Hall.
16. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$7*503.21 from the Revenue Sharing Fund to be transferred to the
Capital Reserve Fund Established for the investment of a Town
office. This sum includes $2,244.00 which is January 1983
allocation. This amount to be withdrawn from the Capital Re-
serve Fund as needed.
17. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$6,597.08 toward office space at Town Hall, said sum is ac-
cumulated Interest from Revenue Sharing Fund while invested in
the Capital Reserve Fund.











RECORD OF 1982 TOWN MEETING
Kensington, N. H.
WARRANT:
The polls will be open from 10:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Kensington in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Kens-
ington on Tuesday, the Ninth day of March, next at 10:00 of the
clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
Selectman (3 yrs.) Supervisor of Check List (6 yrs.)
James 0. Kaler 177 E. Emmons Sanborn 299
Richard I. Sim 123 Robert Batchelder 2
Patricia Williams 4-0 Doris Bickford 1
Clem Streck 2 Nancy Mardarosian 1
George Martin 1
Paul Steeves 1 Library Trustee (3 yrs.)
Richard Welsh 1
Ann Smith 276
Tax Collector (1 yr .) Herbert Eastman 2
Christy Jones 2
Carlene Wiggin 327 Arthur Aucoin 1
Joanne Cole 1
Town Clerk (1 yr.) Roy O'Brien 1
Ralph Sargent 1
Linda C. Buxton 326 Ruth Sawyer 1
Treasurer (1 yr.) Auditors (1yr.)
Leslie C. Briggs 287 E. Emmons Sanborn 29
Carol Sargent 8 Robert Batchelder 20
Linda Buxton 1 James Kaler 5
R. Fisk 1 Joe Ripel 2
Leonard Miller 1 Carol Sargent 2
Margaret Sowers 1 Priscilla Schweizer 2
Betty Wilbur 1 Ann Smith 2
Patricia Williams 2
Road Agent (1 yr.) Ken Anderson 1
D. Batchelder 1
Robert Sargent 307 Doris Bickford 1
Peter Kuegel 2 Joanne Cole 1
Melvin Armstrong 1 Gary Easson 1
Richard Boyd 1 Marie Eaton 1
Dick Batchelder 1 Steve Jones 1
Terry Rodgers 1 Joan Kaler 1
Steve Smith 1 George Martin 1
Leonard Mitchell 1 Ron Ouellet 1
Richard Welsh 1

























Moderator, John W. York, administered the oath of office to
those officers present. Linda Buxton, Town Clerk, administered
the oath of office to all other officers at a later date.
2. On Ballot: Petition of Elias P. Collins and others to see
if the Town will adopt the adjusted Elderly Exemptions from
residential property taxes, as authorized by the 1981 session
of the General Court. NOTE: This question will appear on the
Official Ballot as follows:
"Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:43-f for the adjusted
elderly exemptions from property tax? These statutes provide
for the following exemptions, based on assessed value, for
qualified taxpayers: for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years
310,000; for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, 915,000;
for a person 80 year of age or older, $20,000. " To qualify, the
person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5
years; own the real estate individually or jointly, or if the
real estate is owned by his spouse, they must have been married
for at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net
income of less than $10,000 or if married, a combined net income
of less than $12,000, and own net assets of $30,000 or less, ex-
cluding the value of the person's residence."
Yes 114 No 57
Polls will close at 7:30 p.m.
1 John W. York 258
1 Steve Smith 7
1 Harry Bodwell 2
1 G. Martin 2
1 Lucy Blodgett 1
1 Herbert Eastman 1
1 James K aler 1
1 John Rand 1




3 Roy O'Brien 1
2 Judy Pease 1
2 Alma Ripel 1
2 James Rosencrantz, Jr. 1
2 Carol Sargent 1
2 Priscilla Schweizer 1
2 Steve Smith 1
1 Paul Steeves 1
1 George Williams 1
1 Patricia Williams 1





You are hereby notified to meet at the American Legion Hall in
said Kensington on Thursday, the eleventh day of March, next at
7:30 p.m. to act upon Article 3 and subsequent articles.
3. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
Town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the
same. Selectmen's estimate of expenditures for the ensuing year
is $186,4-74.62. Vote in the AFFIRMATIVE.
4. To see if the Town wishes to allow a discount on taxes paid
within 30 or 60 days after presentation of tax bills. Hand vote
in favor to INDEFINITELY POSTPONE. Postpone, yes 49 no 32
5. To vote on the basis of payment and the amount thereof to be
paid to the Tax Collector for the collection of taxes. Vote in
the AFFIRMATIVE to pay s„me as last year, % of 1%.
6. To see if the Town will grant the Selectmen authority to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes. Vote in the AFFIRMATIVE
not to exceed $375,000.
7. By petition of Peggy J. Lantz and others, to see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $310.00 to assist
Rockingham Child and Family Services, a private, non-profit or-
ganisation. The amount of this request is based on services
rendered to 4 residents of the Town of Kensington during the per-
iod July 1, 1980 through June 30, 1981, inclusive, These resi-
dents used $1,240.00 worth of services, however, only $930.00
could be billed according to their ability to pay. We therefore
reauest the minimum amount needed from the Town, in this in-
stance being $310.00. These funds to be used for current operat-
ing expenses to enable Rockingham Child and Family Services to
continue providing individual and family counseling for resid-
ents of the Town of Kensington whether or not said residents are
able to pay. Vote was in the AFFIRMATIVE.
8. By petition of Violet C. Daly and others, to see if the Town
of Kensington will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$201.00 to the Greater Raymond Community Action Center, part of
the Rockingham County Community Action Program, Inc., a private,
non-profit, anti-poverty agency. This amount represents 2.5% of
$8,037.00, the value of services rendered to Kensington residents
from September 1, 1980 through August 31, 1981. Vote in the
AFFIRMATIVE.
9. By petition of Nancy S. Roffman and others, to see if the
Town of Kensington will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500.00 for the continuation of the Mediation Program. The
Mediation Program has proven to be of real value to the communi-
ties served by the Exeter District Court in dealing with troubled
juvenile situations. Vote in the AFFIRMATIVE.
10. To see if the Town of Kensington will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $1,552.50 to the Exeter Area Visiting Nurse
Association, Inc. Vote in the AFFIRMATIVE.
11
11. To see if the Town of Kensington will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $797.40 to the Southeastern New Hampshire
Regional Planning Commission. Vote in the AFFIRMATIVE.
12. To see if the Town of Kensington will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $4,000.00 to the Exeter Area Youth Group
Home, Inc.
Motion made "by Norm Geis to amend article by adding: and to dir-
ect the Selectmen to obtain reimbursement from the responsible
parents .according to their ability to pay for services rendered
by the Group Home.
Vote to amend article in the affirmative. Vote on amended article
in the AFFIRMATIVE.
13. By petition of Frank W. Rosencrantz and others, to see if the
Town will vote to authorize and direct the Selectmen to grant a
cable franchise upon such lawful conditions as they may require,
to erect, install and maintain in, under, or over streets, high-
ways, and other public ways of the Town, wires, cable and other
equipment related to the delivery or enhancement of television
signals and other electrical impulses all in accordance with and
as allowed by New Hampshire RSA 53-C (supp. 1977-
Joan Kaler made a motion to amend article to read: to direct the
Selectmen to investigate and grant if feasable... Vote to amend
article in the affirmative. Vote on amended article in the
AFFIRMATIVE.
14. By petition of Nora M. Tuthill and others, that the resi-
dents of the Town of Kensington go on record with our Congres-
sional delegation and with President Reagan that we oppose the
continuation of a buildup of nuclear warheads and first strike
missiles to deliver them, by both the United States and the
Soviet Union. Vote in the AFFIRMATIVE.
15. By petition of E. Emmons Sanborn and others, to see if the
Town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell the old dump
property (now closed), located on Beaver Dam Road, and in con-
nection therewith to negotiate with third parties and to deter-
mine the price and term of sale. Vote to table article in the
AFFIRMATIVE.
16. By petition of Gary Easson and others, to elect the Chief of
Police on a one year basis, in the same manner as other elected
officials of the Town of Kensington, New Hampshire, and to repeal
any town ordinances contrary thereto. Written ballot to indef-
initely postpone. Yes 118' No 31
17. By petition of Stephen C. Smith and others, to see if the
Town should adopt the procedure permitted by New Hampshire RSA
36:4, II (b) , and pursuant thereto to have an elected planning
board of 6 members, the members, to be elected at the next regular
Town Meeting and thereafter. Vote DID NOT CARRY.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of 88,000.00 as a portion of the sum necessary for a complete re-
valuation of the Town by a professional appraisal firm. Total
estimated cost for an appraisal to be $18,000.00. Vote AFFIRM.
12
19. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and allocate the
total amount in the Capital Reserve Fund established for the re-
valuation of the Town together with accumulated interest to the
date of withdrawal, the principal amount being 310, 694. 13 , said
sum and the accumulated interest to be applied towards the reval-
uation of Town property. Vote in the AFFIRMATIVE.
20. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$10,071.51 from the Revenue Sharing Fund to be transferred to the
Capital Reserve Fund, established for the investment of a Town
Office building. Vote in the AFFIRMATIVE.
21. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $58, 4-17.4-6 for
renovation and converting a portion of the Town Hall into office
space, and authorize the withdrawal of the amount required for
this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund. This amount
includes $10,071.51 which is 1981 allocation. Frank Rosencrantz
made a motion to amend article by adding: To grant the Selectmen
authority to retain the building inspector to work with the
building committee and Selectmen, and to supervise the proposed
renovation to the town hall. A fee based upon agreement between
the Selectmen and building inspector. Vote on amendment in the
affirmative. Charles Eastman made a motion to add: "present"
building committee to amendment. Vote on amendment to amendment
in the affirmative. Vote on amended article in the AFFIRMATIVE.
22. To transact any other business that may legally come before
the meeting.
Motion made to adjourn meeting and seconded by several.
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Cash Bal. Dec. 31, 1982 S 233,14-2.46
Federal Revenue Sharing with Interest 5,264.21
Anti-Recession Account 501.21
Const. Town Office Bldg. Interest from Trust Fund 6,597.08
Joint Highway Const. Acct. Unexpended Bal. in
State Treasury 1,645.64
Unredemmed Taxes (from Tax Sale on Acct. of
Levy of 1981 29,674.54
Levy of 1980 13,305.20
Uncollected Taxes
Levy of 1982 197,070.45
Levy of 1981 585.68
Levy of 1980 70.00


















Const. Town Off. Bldg.
Unexpended Revenue Funds
School District Taxes Payable
Fiscal Assistance Fund Unexpended
Unexp. Bal. in St. Treas. St. Hghwy Const. Acct,













Buildings 21 , 201 , 300 . 00
Public Utilities - Gas 149,700.00
Public Utilities - Electric 1.440,200.00
Total Value before exemptions allowed 36,890,900.00
Less - Blind Exemption (1) 15,000
Elderly Exemption (11) 140,000
Solar Energy Exemption (8) 26.900
Total Exemptions 181.900.00
Net Valuation on which tax rate is computed $ 36,709,000.00
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
Town Officers' Salary 10,000.00
Town Officers* Expenses 6,500.00
Election & Registration Expenses 2,800.00
Cemeteries 2,500.00
Town Hall Expenses 4,000.00
Reappraisal of Property 8,000.00
Planning & Zoning 1,000.00
Legal Expenses 3,000.00
Advertising & Regional Assoc. 797.40
Police Department 19,828.00
Fire Department, Including Forest Fires 13,100.00
Civil Defense 50.00
Town Maintenance 20,000.00
General Highway Expenses 11,000.00
Town Road Aid 377.04
Highway Subsidy 4,376.42




Hospitals & Ambulances 2,666.00
Animal Control 1,200.00
General Assistance 1,000.00
Old Age Assistance 3,500.00
Court Ordered Juvenile Support 2,500.00
Library 21,545.00
Parks & Recreation 500.00
Memorial Day 150.00
Conservation Commission 150.00
Care of Park 300.00
Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 9,000.00





Exeter Area Youth Group Home 4,000.00
Rockingham Child & Family Services 310.00
Greater Raymond Community Action Program 201 .00
Mediation Program 500.00
Exeter Area Visiting Nurse Assn. 1,552.50
Updating Tax Map 200.00
Total Town Appropriations 211,907.03
County Tax Assessment 49,408.00
Net School Appropriation 578,047.00
Total Town, County & School Appropriation 839,362.03
Less:
Estimated Revenues & Credits
Resident Taxes 8,440.00
Yield Taxes 1,500.00
Interest of Deliquent Taxes 9,100.00
Inventory Penalties 500.00
Meals & Rooms Tax 9,150.00
Interest & Dividends Tax 5,997.00
Savings Bank Tax §62.00
Highway Subsidy 4,636.00
Additional Highway Subsidy 4,897.00
Motor Vehicle Fee Transfer 2,489.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 43,000.00
Dog Licenses 1,200.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 350.00
Revenue Sharing Fund 10,071.51
Surplus 50,000.00
Total Revenues & Credits 152,292.51
Net Town Approp. School Approp. & County Assess. 687,069.52
Deduct Total Businesd Profits Tax Reimbursement 22,465.00
Plus War Service Credit 8,550.00
Plus Overlay 20,646.00
Amount of Property Tax To Be Raised $693,800.00
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TAX RATE COMPUTATION






Municipal Tax Rate 9 1.89 Per Hundred
CURRENT USE EXEMPTION
Total Land Valuation Exempt $ 2,44-5,400.00
Total Number of Acres 3,704.82
Number of Property Owners 68
22
SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS
Town Officers 1 Salaries $ 9,515.00
Town Officers' Expenses 5,076.52
Election and Registration 1,888.67
Town Hall Expenses 3,998.64
Planning and Zoning 759.22
Police Department 15,283.43






Building Permit Fees 689. 70
Dump and Garbage Removal 26,757.73
Summer Maintenance - Highway 5,674.36
Winter Maintenance - Highway 19, 612.01
Town Road Aid 377.04




Old Age Assistance 3,987.64
Welfare 1,000.00
Court Ordered Juvenile Support 300.00
Memorial Day 150.00
Park 7.62
Care of Park 200.00
Test Pit Fees 270.00
Cemeteries 1,423.96
Legal Expenses 2,128.70
Marriage License Fees 208.00
Taxes Bought by Town 49,129.11
Discounts, Abatements, Refunds 185.37
Withdrawal Current Use Refunds 15.00
Current Use 255.00
Social Security 2,682.15
Paid to the Capital Reserve Fund 10,071.51
Yield Tax Bonds Paid to Tax Collector 1,395-00
Yield Tax Bond 190.00
State and County 49,849.66
Copy of Tax Map 49.00
Berry Developement 540.86
Additional Highway Subsidy - Osgood Road 5,513.91









Robert Batchelder, Auditor - Salary $ 125.00
Leslie Briggs, Treasurer - Salary 500.00
Linda Buxton, Town Clerk - Salary 500.00
Linda Buxton, Town Clerk - Auto Permit Fees 1,652.50
Linda Buxton, Town Clerk - Dog License Fees 111.00
Linda Buxton, Town Clerk - Records for Concord 17.50
Charles R. Eastman, Chairman Selectman - Salary 1,000.00
James 0. Kaler, Selectman - Salary 800.00
Sandra Gavutis, Selectman - Salary 800.00
E. Emmons Sanborn, Auditor - Salary 125.00
Carlene Wiggin, Tax Collector - Salary 3,884.00
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES
),515.00
Linda Buxton, Town Clerk - Expenses $ 162.83
Linda Buxton, Typing Town Report 110.00
Beatrice Wiggin, Bookkeeping and Typing - Salary 1,040.14
Beatrice Wiggin, Bookkeeping and Typing - Expenses 186.12
Batchelders Bookstore - Supplies 47.54
Edith Holland - Register of Deeds 112.10
Carlene Wiggin, Tax Collector - Expenses 614.14
Brown & Saltmarsh Co. - Supplies 40.76
Rockingham County Newspaper - Legal Adv. 21.15
Yankee Printers - Printing Town Reports 844.27
Kensington Voluntary Fire Dept. - Delivering Town Reports 50.00
Homestead Press - Supplies 114.16
Edward Howard - Register of Probate 3«50
Equity Publishing Co. - Set of R.S.A. Books 466.00
N.H. Municipal Association - Dues, Calendars and Lectures 104.00
Exeter Newsletter Co. - Legal Adv. 57.76
Essex County Newspaper - Public Meeting Adv. 35.25
Leslie Briggs, - Expenses 76. 60
Exeter Banking Co. - Safety Deposit Box 7.50
Lydia Lambert - Searching Deeds 310.00
Charles R. Eastman, Chairman Selectman - Expenses 50.00
Sandra Gavutis, Selectman - Expenses 25.00
James 0. Kaler, Selectman - Expenses 25.00
N.H. Assn. of Assessing Officials - Dues 20.00
N.H. City & Town Clerk Asso. - Dues 12.00
McGee & Magane Inc. - Supplies 100.70




Exeter Newsletter - Legal Adv. $ 58.40
Suburban Press Inc. - Printing of Ballots 60.00
Mildred Evans - Gatekeeper - Salary 95.48
Margaret George - Gatekeeper - Salary 95»48
Edith Keough - Ballot & Tally Clerk - Salary 110.55
Priscilla Schweizer - Ballot & Tally Clerk - Salary 110.55
Christine Schweizer - Ballot Inspector - Salary 110.55
Violet Daly - Ballot Inspector - Salary 117.25
John W. York - Moderator 120.00
George Martin - Parking Cars - Town Meeting 20.00
Arthur Wiggin Jr. - Parking Cars - Town Meeting 20.00
Kensington Vol. Fire Dept. Aux. - Dinners ( 5 Meetings) 270.00
Terrie Steeves - Mailing Absentee Ballots 8.80
Kensington American Legion Post - Rent of Hall for
Town Meeting 110.00
Barbara O'Brien - Sup. of Check List - Salary 214.75
Barbara O'Brien - Sup. of Check List - Supplies 1.00
Paul Kimball - Sup. of Check List - Salary 143.00
E. Emmons Sanborn - Sup. of Check List - Salary 218.00




Exeter & Hampton Electric Co. - Electricity $ 309.47
Elliott Sargent - Fuel 47.07
New England Telephone Co. - Telephone 287.12
C 8c C Elliott Co. - Fuel 665.28
C & C Elliott Co. - Repairs 60.00
W. E. Aubuchon Co. - Supplies 2.69
Top Notch Glass Co. - Repair Windows 24.29
Michael Gourley - Repairs to Sills 1,488.32
Arthur Wiggin Jr. - Repairs to Town Hall 543.00
M. G. Armstrong - Repairs to Town Hall 216.40
Peter Brewer - Repairs to Town Hall 355.00
53,998.64
Harold Bragg - Petty Cash & Postage $ 59.75
Exeter Newsletter - Legal Notices 615«11
Southeastern N.H. Regional Planning Committee -




Roger Levesque - Chief of Police - Salary 8 2,855.00
Roger Levesque - Supplies and Expenses 404.74
Donald Chase - Policeman - Salary 2,220.63
Michael Knapp - Policeman - Salary 1,788.00
Michael Frost - Policeman - Salary 2, 419.95
G. Stephen Field - Policeman - Salary 1,205.00
Michael LaChapelle - Policeman - Salary 987*50
Frederick Heath - Policeman - Salary 393*75
Ben's Uniforms, Inc. - Clothing and Supplies 1,308.16
New England Telephone - Telephone 25.15
Equity Publishing Co. - Supplies 179.60
Sentry Mfg. Co. - Supplies 85. 80
D & L Printing Co. - Printing Forms and Supplies 156.55
Bartley Engineering - Repairs to Equipment 12.00
Richard Sherburne Inc. - Supplies 389.00
Elwell Collishaw Inc. - Police Liability 655.00
Batchelder Bookstore - Repairs to Typewriter 27.50
Batchelder Bookstore - Supplies 44.42
Neptune Inc. - Clothing and Supplies 95*50





Roger Levesque - Gasoline and Wash $ 65.35
Big Al's Auto Parts - Supplies 94.68
Foss Motors - Repairs 188.25
A. Poggio General Store - Gasoline 1,055.05
State of N.H. - Repairs to Radio and Radar 187.95
Concord Group Insurance Co. - Insurance 570.00
Sullivan Tire Co. - Tires and Alignment 335«83
Richard A. Sherburne - Roof Light 842.35
Cities Service - Gasoline and Wash 2,201.31
Als Automotive Services - Repairs 790.78
Armands Auto Body - Battery 43.00
8 6,374.55
Donald Chase - Dog Complaints (Salary) $ 9.50
Michael Knapp - Dog Complaints (Salary) 12.00
Michael Frost - Dog Complaints (Salary) 4.00
Richard Sims - Damages by Dogs 200.00
Kenneth Cronshaw - Animal Control Officer- Salary 445.00
Kenneth Cronshaw - Animal Control Officer - Mileage 27^.00
Kenneth Cronshaw - Animal Control Officer - Uniforms 54.42
Kenneth Cronshaw - Supplies and Postage 95*79
Batchelder Bookstore - Supplies 30.33
Wheeler & Clark - Dog Tags 48.42
Ben's Clothing - Uniforms and Supplies 38.96
Donald Knowlton - Repairs to Typewriter 20.00
26
ANIMAL CONTROL CONTINUED
D & L. Printing Co. - Printing Cards
Ketch All Co. - Equipment
Richard A. Sherburne Inc. - Supplies
State Treasurer - Dog License Forms
Mobile Electronics - Installing Radio
International Crystal Mfg. - Supplies
Sandy Buxton - Damages by Dogs
Robert A. Marston - Care of Dog
Exeter Hospital - Damages by Dogs
SPCA - Stray Dog
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Benoits Medical Supplies - Supplies
Hale Fire Pump Co. - Supplies
Marr Radio Corp - Supplies and Repairs
Port Oil Co. - Fuel
Exeter Handkerchief Co. - Supplies
Exeter & Hampton Electric Co. - Electricity
N. E. Telephone Co. - Telephone
N. E. Telephone Co. - Red Network
Conway Associates - Supplies
Kensington Grocery Store - Gasoline
Robbins Auto Parts - Supplies
Sanel Auto Parts - Supplies
Smith Fire Equipment - Supplies
Wentworth Lumber Co. - Supplies
Concord General Mutual - Insurance
Interstate Emergency Unit - Supplies
Ninco - Supplies
National Fire Protection Association - Dues
National Fire Protection Association - Supplies
W.- S. Nickerson Auto Parts - Supplies
Reef Industries - Supplies
Blanchard Association Inc. - Supplies
Concord Group Insurance Co. - Insurance
Dicks Tire Service - Supplies
Foss Motors - Repairs and Inspection
Priscilla Schweizer - Supply Kits
Elwell Collishaw Insurance - Liability
Mobile Electronics - Repairs and Supply (Radio)
Ben's Uniforms - Clothing
N.H. State Fireman's Association - Dues
DeMeritts Insurance - Rescue Squad Liability
Al's Automotive Service - Repairs
Civics Supply Co. - Supplies
Portland Glass - Repairs
W. E. Aubuchon Co. Inc. - Supplies
Alfred Felch - Scanner
R. Martel - Repaired Seat
Stratham Fire Dept. - Training






















































Seth Percy - Postage
Rockingham Land & Trust - Dues
INSURANCE
Elwell Collishaw Agency Inc. Workmen's Comp. & Gen. Liab.
Money Securities, Business Auto
Elwell Collishaw Agency Inc. - Equipment
Elwell Collishaw Agency Inc. - Public Officials Liability
Concord General Mutual - Property Insurance
Concord General Mutual - Town Hall Addition
HEALTH
E M T Ambulance Service - 1981 Balance
E M T Ambulance Service - Fee 1/1/82-3/31/82
Kensington Grocery - Ambulance - Gasoline
Kensington Fire Dept. - Ambulance Fund Refresher Course
Christine Brewster - Ambulance Fund - Refresher Course


















Herbert L. Eastman - Building Inspector - Salary
Herbert L. Eastman - Mileage
Yankee Printers - Printing Forms
DUMP & GARBAGE REMOVAL
David Nelson - Garbage Pickup
Town of Kingston - Use of Dump
SUMMER MAINTENANCE - HIGHWAY
Robert Sargent - Road Agent - Labor
Robert Sargent - Road Agent - Truck & Tractor
John Iafolla Co. Inc. - Patch and Asphalt Top
Ralph Sargent - Gravel
Robbins Auto Parts - Supplies
















WINTER MAINTENANCE - HIGHWAY
Robert Sargent - Road Agent - Labor $ 1,620.00
Robert Sargent - Truck, Tractor and Plowing 5 t 646.00
Robert Dow Inc. - Sand 1, 218.88
Granite State Minerals - Salt 3,125.11
Metra Chemicals Corp. - Activated Materials 1,188.?8
Midway Excavators - Snow Removal 6,131.25
Wentworth Lumber Co. - Supplies 27.04
Susan Sargent - Labor 30.00
N.H. Fence Co. - Snow Fence 520.00
Rockingham Feed & Supplies - Supplies 104.95
819, 612.01
TOWN ROAD AID
Treasurer, State of N.H. $ 377.04
GENERAL EXPENSE OF HIGHWAY
Robert Sargent, Road Agent - Labor $ 185.00
Robert Sargent, Truck and Tractor 629.00
John Iafolla Co. - Patch 126.00
N.H. Bituminous Co. Inc. - Emulsion Tar 876.66
Rafe H. Blood Sr. - Truck 405.00
Robert Dow Inc. - Pea Stone 2,058.43
Richard E. Welsh, Truck and Sander 364.00
N. E. Barricade - Signs 858.75
Treasurer, State of N.H. - Signs 403.20
James Rosencrantz & Sons - Supplies 15.30
$ 5,921.34
HIGHWAY SUBSIDY
N.H. Bituminous Co. Inc. - Emulsion Tar $ 4, 635.81
STREET LIGHTING
Exeter & Hampton Electric Co. - Electricity $ 746.95
LIBRARY
Kensington Public Library - Appropriation $21,545.00
June Armstrong - Salary 2,896.23*
Lucy Blodgett - Salary 3,828.64*
Joanne Cole, Salary 115.50
Sara Head - Salary 2,858.15*
Priscilla Prescott - Salary 672. 25 *
S31.915.77




Treasurer, State of New Hampshire $ 3t987.6*f
WELFARE
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire $ 1 87*50
Exeter Hospital 812.50
8 1,000.00
COURT ORDERED JUVENILE SUPPORT
Robert Durso 8 300*00
MEMORIAL DAY
Kensington American Legion Post #105 8 130.00
PARK
Exeter Newsletter - Advertising Park Recreation 8 7.62
CARE OF PARK
Robert Sargent - Salary 8 200.00
TEST PIT FEES
John W. York - Fees $ 270.00
CEMETERIES
Robert Sargent - Labor $ 670.00
Susan Sargent - Labor 1^+1.00
W. E. Aubuchon Co. Inc. - Supplies 23*85
Robbins Auto Parts Inc. - Supplies 39.97
James Rosencrantz & Son - Supplies and Repairs 370.22
Kensington Grocery - Gasoline 139*53
Rockingham Feed and Supplies - Supplies 18.39
David Buchanan - Labor 21.00
LEGAL EXPENSES
$ 1,423.96
Holland, Donovan, Beckett & Welch 8 2,113.50
Exeter Newsletter - Legal Notice - Gravel Pits 15.20
8 2,128.70
MARRIAGE LICENSE FEES
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire 8 208.00
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TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN
Town of Kensington, Carlene Wiggin, Tax Collector $49,129.11
DISCOUNTS, ABATEMENTS, REFUNDS
James Stewart - Refund on Interest 8 23.64
John Rand - Abatement Property Tax 124.23
Ernest & Corinne Melanson - Refund Resident Tax 22.00
Lucille Buchanan - Refund Dog License 13.30
WITHDRAWAL CURRENT USE REFUNDS
8 185.37
Thomas Welch for Mike Dingman - Refund Land Use $ 9.00
Thomas Powers - Refund Land Use 3.00
Richard Brinckerhoff - Refund Land Use 3.00
8 15.00
CURRENT USE
Edith Holland - Register of Deeds - Fee to Record 8 255.00
SOCIAL SECURITY
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire 8 2,674.65
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire OASI Fund 7.50
8 2,682.15
PAID TO THE CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
Capital Reserve Fund - Town Office Building 810,071.51
YIELD TAX BONDS PAID TO TAX COLLECTOR







Duchano-Williams Land Corp - Release of Bond Intent to Cut 8 190.00
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STATE & COUNTY
Clark E. Chandler - Treasurer - County Tax $ 49,529.86
N.H. Municipal Unemployment Comp. Fund 319*80
$ 49.8if9.66
COPY OF TAX MAP
James W. Sewall Co. ft 49.00
BERRY DEVELOPEMENT
Dickinson Holden Asso. Inc. - Surveyor $ 5*f0.86
ADDITIONAL HIGHWAY SUBSIDIES
OSGOOD ROAD
Robert Sargent, Road Agent - Labor $ 615.00
Robert Sargent, Road Agent - Truck and Tractor 2,091.00
John Iafolla Co. Inc. - Asphalt Patch 2,702.91
Rafe H. Blood Sr. - Backhoe 105.00
$ 5,513.91
LAND ACQUISITION (APPRO. 198l)
Patricia Williams & Edith Babkey - Land Paid 1982 $ 3,000.00
SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS
Exeter Area Youth Group - Special Appro. 1981 paid 1982 $ 1,500.00
Exeter Area Youth Group if, 000. 00
Exeter Area Visiting Nurses 1.552.51
McGee & Magane Inc. - Tax Equalization 15.675.36
Rockingham Child and Family Services 310.00
Raymond Community Action 201.00
Mediation Program 500.00
Southeastern N.H. Regional Planning Comm. 797.40
S 24.536.27
TEMPORARY LOAN
Exeter Banking Co. - Loan $275*000.00
32
INTEREST
Exeter Banking Co. - Temporary Loan $ 14, 337,67
REVENUE SHARING TOWN HALL
Jack Stilkey - Moving Town Hall and Plumbing $ 32,552.16
Herbert Eastman - Clerk of Works 495.00
Johnson Lumber Co. - Supplies and Materials 2,954.25
Arthur Wiggin Jr. - Labor 2,070.00
Buxton Bros - Construction Work 3,720.00
Janvrins Inc. - Materials and Supplies 729»97
E. Emmons Sanborn - Painting 176.00
White's Welding - Supplies 10.00
Colony Masonry - Chimney 975.00
Bert York Electrical - Electricity 876. 90
Elliott Sargent - Heating 3,500.00
Peter Brewer - Labor 310.00
Melvin Armstrong - Labor 370.OO
$ 48,739.28
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Kensington School District, Mary Batchelder, Treasurer
Balance of I981 Appropriation $123,246.00






Uncollected Taxes-Beginning 1982 1981 Prior
of Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $129,351.14
Resident Taxes 1,590.00 $110.00
Yield Taxes 1 ,265.68
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $677,888.75
Resident Taxes 8,440.00
Inventory Penalties 621 .57
Yield Taxes 1 ,206.45
Added Taxes:
Property Taxes 7,137.84
Resident Taxes 260.00 100.00
Overpayments:
a/c Property Tax Interest 23.64
a/c Resident Taxes 55.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent
Property Taxes: 3.57 7,081.09
Costs &, Fees 378.65
Penalties Collected on Res. Tax 33.00 108.00 2.00
Interest on Yield Tax 1.18
Total Debits $695, 591. 1B $139. 954. 3B $112.00
Remittances to Treasurer During
Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes $*




Interest Collected During Year





Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes 170.00 260.00 30.00
Uncollected Taxes - End of
Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes 194,806.67
Resident Taxes 1,730.00 300.00 70.00
Yield Taxes 533.78 285.68













SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
1981 1980 1979
Bal. Unredeemed Taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year * $22,170.57 $11,730.59
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year ** $49,129.11
Int. Collected After Sale 937.51 1,695.45 3,107.82
Redemption Costs 148.40 79.90 93.40
Total Debits $50,215.02 $23,945.92 $14,931.81
Remittances to Treasurer:
Redemptions $19,447.27 $8,865.37 $11,730.59
Int. L Costs After Sale 1,085.91 1,775.35 3,201.22
Abatements During Year 7.30
Unredeemed Taxes 29,674.54 13,305.20
Total Credits $50,215.02 $23,945.92 $14,931.81
These sums represent the total of Unredeemed Taxes, as of
January 1 , 1983 from Tax Sales held in Previous Fiscal
Years
.
Amount of Tax Sales held during current fiscal year, in-
cluding total amount of taxes, interest and costs to date
of sales.
1980 Outstanding
Banks, Sally $ 808.42
Boyd, Richard J. &. Sharon A. 775.77
Dauphinais, William 8, Brenda 1,002.77
Doyle, John J. &. Ruth E. 1,107.53
Lariviere, Philip A. 1 Gloria 1,212.58
Maryea, Herman J. &. Margaret (Sold to:
Snook, Daniel 1 Karen) 858. 5B
MitchBll, Leonard 5. 1 Gloria M. 787.14
Norton, David J. 410.90
Rosencrantz, James R. 3,670.15
Sargent, Ralph B. &. Tyyne R. 413.02
Schweizer, Hubert H., Jr. &. Priscilla E. 2,258.34
$13,305.20
1981 Outstanding
Anspaugh, Charles L Virginia $ 1,188.80
Banks, Sally 884.66
Bennett, Steven D. &. Charlene L. 846.74
Blodgett, Lucy 311 .11
Boyd, Richard J. L Sharon A. 1,217.54
Bragg, Doria A. 112.69
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Auto Registrations - 1,644 8 49,,188,.30





Check Penalty Charge 20,.00
Total Receipts $ 50,,662..55
Paid Treasurer 8 50.662.55
Town Clerk paid Deputy:
62 Auto Reg. 862.00
6 Dog Lie. 8 3.00
AUDITOR'S REPORT
This is to certify that we have audited the accounts of the Tax
Collector, Town Clerk, Town Treasurer, Selectmen, Trustee of the
Trust Funds, and Library Treasurer of the Town of Kensington for





Leslie C. Briggs, Treasurer
Balance January 1, 1982 $ 31,100.60
Received from Carlene Wiggin, Tax Collector:
Property Tax 1982 $U90,U3U.3T
Interest 3.57
Resident Tax 6,7U0.00
Resident Tax Penalty 33.00
Yield Tax 538.95
Yield Tax Interest 193.72 1+97,91+3.61
Property Tax 1981 129.32U. Ul
Interest 7,081.09
Interest Overage 23.61+
Tax Sales Redeemed 21,81+0.37
Interest & Costs After Sale 1,573.39
Costs & Fees 378.65
Resident Tax 1,130.00
Resident Tax Overage 53.00
Resident Tax Penalty 108.00
Resident Tax Penalty Overage 2.00
Yield Tax 980.00
Yield Tax Interest 1.18 162,1+95.73
Property Tax 1980 6,631.10
Interest & Costs After Sale 1,129.01+
Resident Tax Penalty 1.00 7,761.11+
Property Tax 1979 500.00
Tax Sales Redeemed 11,230.59
Interest & Costs After Sale 3,201.22
Resident Tax 10.00
Resident Tax Penalty 1.00 ll+,9l+2.8l















Received from N.H. State Treasurer:
Highway Subsidy Fund
Business & Profits Tax




Received from Kensington Public Library:
Received from Herbert L. Eastman, Bldg. Inspr.
:
Received from John W. York, Pit Inspr.:
Received from Trustees of Trust Funds:
Received from Revenue Sharing Account:
Received from Other Sources:
Pistol Permits




Rockingham Board Realtors, Inc.
Reimbursement for Minor Support
Timber Bond Tax







PAID BY ORDER OF SELECTMEN






























FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT
Balance as of January 1, 1982 $ 8,1+19.51
Interest Received on Deposits 306.21
Funds Received During Year 6, 610.00
TOTAL $ 15,335.72
Transferred to Trustees of Trust Funds 10,071.51
Balance December 31, 1982 $ 5,26U.21
ANTIRECESSION FISCAL ASSISTANCE
ACCOUNT
Balance as of January 1, 1982 U75. kl
Interest Received on Deposits 25.80
Balance December 31, 1982 $ 501.21
SPECIAL CONSERVATION ACCOUNT
Balance as of January 1, 1982 1,872.92
Interest Received on Deposits 241 .48
Balance Dec. 31, 1982 $ 2,114.40
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ANNUAL REPORT 1982 TRUST FUNDS
Paid to Library Treas., Jean Felch
Interest from Lib. Tr. Funds $ 305.50
Paid to Town Treas., Leslie Briggs
Capital Res. Funds plus Int.
Town Hall Facilities 65,014.54
Town Revaluation 12,266.13
Reimbursement to Town for moving
Tr. Fund Cem. Lots 400.00
$ 77,986.17
Audited Jan. 26, 1983 by E. Emmons Sanborn and Robert Batchelder.
All Capital Reserve Funds plus interest have been returned to the
Town this year. The cemetery and library trust funds are in a 2)4
year Certificate of Deposit and a regular savings account for
current expenses. The two cemetery trust funds established in
1982 were deposited in the Savings account and will be added plus




Edith M. Keough, Trustee
Doris A. Sullivan, Trustee
REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
In response to a master plan recommendation that Kensington
protect its wetlands and water resources and try to maintain the
rural character of the town, the conservation commission this
year developed an ordinance for a wetlands conservation district.
The wetlands ordinance was accepted by the planning board who
have revised it slightly and who have proposed that it be voted
on by ballot at this year's town meeting. We are particularly
indebted to Cliff Sinnott of the Rockingham Planning Commission
for his hard work and cooperation as he helped us to prepare
this ordinance, and we are grateful to the Rockingham Planning
Commission for its services in typing and duplicating material
for us.
The commission maintains the town land off Rte. 108 as a
natural area. This year members walked the trails with county
forester Phil Auger who pointed out different options for future
care, development, and use of the town-owned property. The com-
mission plans to keep the present footpath open and to develop
more trails this spring. The land may be entered on the east
side of Rte. 108, just north of the E. Kingston town line.
Two development easements have been deeded to the town on
approximately 18 acres of land in the Great Meadows by owners
Ann and Steve Smith, and Francis and Judith Pease. The conserva-
tion commission hopes these actions will encourage other land-
owners of Great Meadows property to take similar action so the
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prime wetlands will "be protected and may continue to be secure
for recreational use and wildlife habitat.
This year the commission backed selectmen when they issued
a cease and desist order to a gravel pit operator in the south-
east corner of Kensington who was enlarging New Zealand Road and
destroying growth on its edges. New Zealand Road is designated
as a scenic road by state statute.
Commission member George Gavutis has installed bluebird and
kestrel boxes to encourage nesting of these species in town.
Plans are available for those who want to build and install such
boxes on their property.
The commission endorses the bottle bill to be proposed in
the 1983 N. H. Legislature, and has written legislators to this
effect.
The commission continues membership in the N. H. Associa-
tion of Conservation Commissions and the Rockingham Land Trust.
Nora Tuthill, chairman
Seth Perry, Betty Brinckerhoff
,
Harry Bodwell, Charles Hodges,
George Gavutis, Francis Pease
EXETER AREA VISITING NURSE ASSN., INC.
1982 was a year of accomplishment for the EAVNA in spite of
state and federal cuts.
HOME CARE Two new services have been added to the Home Care
Program; speech and occupational therapy. Persons confined to
their homes are now able to receive these therapies at a more
effective time rather than having to wait until they are well
enough to leave their homes. The home health aide staff has been
increased to meet the demands for assistance with personal care
while the nursing staff has responded to a need for support and
treatment to persons requiring more skilled care at home than
before. This is possible through continuing education to ensure
competency to meet these needs. The Agency continues to provide
physical therapy to a large number of persons in the service
area.
MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH The enrollment in this program
continues to increase as the economy declines, providing home
visits and clinic services to families with pre-school children.
ADULT HEALTH SERVICE In addition to high blood pressure
and blood glucose screenings, flu vaccine immunizations and
tuberculosis testing, the Agency now has Foot Care Clinics.
The Agency, recognizing the necessity for qualified health
personnel provides a clinical setting to students of health care
to enhance and expand their knowledge.
1'2,067 units of service were provided to residents of the
service area between Jan. 1, 1982 and Dec. 31, 1982. (Indivi-
dual town statistics are sent to the selectmen of each town).
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dual town statistics are sent to the selectmen of each town).
Early in the new year, services will be available on a 24
hour, 7 day basis.
The Agency works closely with other health and social
agencies to ensure the most comprehensive care possible to the
residents of the participating towns. The Agency continues to
maintain its Medicare and Medicaid certification and is a mem-
ber of the Community Health Care Assn. of N. H. and the National
Assn. for Home Care.
The Association relies upon many valuable volunteers who
work at the clinics and in the office in addition to regular
staff.
Information may be obtained by calling the Exeter Area
Visiting Nurse office, Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m., 772-2981 or write to 26 Prospect Ave., Exeter, N. H. 03833.
EEPORT OF THE ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION
Some important changes have been made at regional planning
in the past year. For several years the S. E. Regional Planning
Commission was combined with the Southern Rockingham Planning
Commission and the Strafford Planning Commission in the
Strafford-Rockingham Regional Council. This combination which
was mandated by federal government agencies and Governor
Peterson in 1972, as an attempt to provide a more efficient
system, turned out to be unsatisfactory. As a consequence,
the Strafford Planning Comm. as of last July 1st, has separated
and the Southern Rockingham Planning Comm. has merged with the
S. E. Regional Planning Comm. into the Rockingham Planning Comm.
As a result of this change, we have been able to eliminate
two offices along with some of the extra office help. We are
able to use our professional staff in a more flexible and ef-
ficient manner and the caliber of our staff is the finest it has
been in the ten years we have belonged to the Commission.
A less positive change, which has been taking place for
some years, has been the drastic decline in federal funds for
regional planning. At the same time the Comm. has not raised
its dues rate since Kensington joined. As a consequence, the
Comm. is asking this year a contribution of 700 per capita as
opposed to 600 in previous years. This should allow the Comm.
to perform its duties and 'develope its program with less "ties"
to federal funding.
Local technical assistance continues to be a major effort at
the planning commission. This past year Cliff Sinnott has been
assisting the Kensington Conservation Comm. in the development
of its long-term program and in the development of a proper wet-
lands ordinance. Rockingham Town Notes ,
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lands ordinance. Rockingham Town Notes , a newsletter of the
planning commission, keeps town officials informed of develop-
ments which affect their duties.
Major regional programs at the Rockingham Planning Comm.
includes: historic preservation; transportation planning; and
solid waste management. A program of joint purchasing is being
set up for the member towns. The first effort will be to pur-
chase tar for road use.
We believe that the Rockingham Planning Comm. is in the best














Radio & Pager Repairs 900.00
TOTAL S 15,050.00
During the year, 1982, the Kensington Volunteer Fire Dept. re-




Grass & Brush Fire 2
Misc. Fire 12
Mutual Aid 7
Rescue Swuad Calls 33.
TOTAL 64
Total man hours 548
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In October of 1982 the Kensington Fire Dept. put in service
a new ambulance, procured with generous donations from a joint
Town effort in fund raising. The ambulance is staffed by sixteen
Fire Dept. Emergency Nedical Technicians.
There is no fee charged to the residents of Kensington for
this service. The Fire Dept. wishes to take this opportunity to
thank all those people who participated in this fund raising.
Respectfully submitted,
Hubert H. Schweizer, Jr., Cheif
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDENS AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Forest fire prevention, our business, your business, good
business! This slogan has been the motto of the N. H. Div. of
Forests and Lands, Forest Fire Service since 1909 when the
forest fire laws were passed by the Legislature.
These laws set in place a cooperative forest fire protec-
tion program of State and local forest fire personnel that has,
in the past 75 years, established N. H. as a leader in forest
fire prevention and control. Our annual acreage loss to forest
fires of one-half acre per fire is the best in the nation. This
fire record has come about through the cooperative efforts of
our state/town forest fire protection program. The state pro-
vides detection of fires, training for local forest fire wardens,
low cost forest fire suppression equipment to local fire depart-
ments, and technical advice at the fire ground. Local govern-
ments provide the volunteer fire fighters who are appointed as
wardens and deputy wardens and who respond quickly to suppress
reported forest fires.
This program has resulted in a steady decline in annual
acres lost to forest fires since 1910 when the average fire
burned 33 acres compared to the modern day loss of one-half
acre per fire.
Only by the continued cooperation of the State/towns and
our entire citizenry can this record be maintained.
1982 Statistics
State District City/Town
No. of Fires 391 41 2
No. of Acres 161 3A 30 1/3 .10
Hubert H. Schweizer, Jr.
Town Forest Fire Warden
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PROPOSED POLICE BUDGET 1983
Salaries S 11,508.64














Personnel - Six (6) Part Time
Police Vehicle - 1980 Plymouth Fury, Estimated Mileage 76,000.
The continuing growth of the town and the needs of the police
department are again reflected by activity statistics compiled
for 1982 resulting in increases in the demand for services in
all areas.
Training
We were very fortunate in the appointment of new officers of
excellent potential to serve the community.
All of the officers have completed an extensive 11 -week course
of instruction with the N. H. Police Standards & Training
Council and are now "Certified Part-Time Police Officers."
The officers also receive in-service training and attend semi-
nars in order to increase their knowledge and proficiency en-
compassing all areas of law enforcement, including the tools of
their trade, such as Firearms Qualification, etc.
Safety
While their were accidents with personal injuries, their were no
fatalities during the past year.
The number of minor motor vehicle accidents continue but with no
increase as compared to 1981. The major causes being inatten-
tion, speeding and crashes which are alcohol related.
1981 57 accidents 1982 60 accidents
The total number of arrest for drunken driving was 11 compared
to 8 in 1981.
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We continue our program in Selective Traffic Enforcement with
increased patrols and making more motor vehicle stops for viola-
tions and to utilize the Radar Unit more frequently with parti-
cular attention to drunken drivers in order to reduce the alcohol
related accidents and to minimize serious moving violations.
Some of these was a result of complaints made by concerned citi-
zens regarding offenders through neighborhoods, etc.
1980 1981 1982
Violations 129 256 602
Warnings 33 337 774
From these statistics, it is indicated that a positive effort is
being made in this area.
Crime Prevention
A major concern of every department is its criminal activities,
the most worrysome crime is that of burglary. By means of in-
creased patrols, and the use of certain crime prevention techni-
ques, we were able to decrease the burglary rate to 30%.
1981 14 burglaries 1982 7 burglaries
One method is due to the cooperative effort of the townspeople to
report suspicious activities in their neighborhood. Their help-
fulness resulted in increased effectiveness of our patrols
immeasurably.
We are also pleased that residents are taking advantage of the
Security Housecheck Program. This is an accellent method of Crime
Prevention for the property owner.
Housechecks 1981 340 1982 428
Communications
Although the police department is a "Part Time" agency, we have
strived to improve response to services by means of scheduled
patrols and officers on call during peak time periods.
This year we are in the process of expanding the availability of
personnel by increasing our communications system, whereas off
duty officers will be equipped with mobile radios in their pri-
vate cars with direct contact to the Dispatch Center and are
making themselves available on a 24-hr. basis upon notification.
It is my belief that this type of flexibility will allow us to
better serve the community.
Other problems we face in the coming year requires your support
in budgetary matters.
In order for us to maintain professional standards and to pro-
vide adequate police protection, certain monies is required to
fullfill those requirements.
4-9
In the past two (2) years, the police department has made sub-
stantial success in achieving these goals which is quite obvious
"by the 1982 statistics and always keeping in mind the interest of
the community as a guide.
At this time, we approach a level of balance under the present
system (Part Time) in terms of: police protection. Upgrading
its personnel and resources in order to perform with maximum
proficiency. Cost effectiveness has always been a consideration
and will continue to be an important factor within the budget.
Conclusion
The statistics of 1982 enable us to end the year on a pleasing
note and with a positive attitude of a job well done with the
supportive efforts from the citizenry, to continue in this manner
so that Kensington will continue to be a safe place to live.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the citizens of
Kensington who have assisted and supported the police department.
Special thanks to the Kensington Volunteer Fire Dept. and the
Road Agent for their able assistance during the year.
Finally, I would like to add that the officers ace continuously
committed to providing the best possible service and will strive
for excellence to meet the needs of the community.
Respectfully Submitted,













Motor Veh. Violations 256
Motor Veh. Warnings 337
Motor Veh. Checks (Other) 100
Motor Veh. Assist 37
Motor Veh. Accidents 57





























Suspicious persons 31 34-
Possession Alcoholic Bev. (Minor) 15 11
Missing persons 1 7
Indecent Exposure 1 2
Harrassment 5 6
Unauthorized Shooting 9 4-
Assaults 2
Criminal Threatening 6 1
Sexual Assault 2





With the appointment of Kenneth Cronshaw in 1982, the functions
of animal control has become a very effective program in terms
of enforcement and Esponse to calls for service.
The officer has made himself available 24-hrs. a day and is
equipped with a mobile radio with direct communication to the
Dispatch Center and local police.
He uses his own personal vehicle (Pickup truck) which he has
converted for usage in the restraining of animals for their
transportation to the animal shelter for disposition.
In the coming year, with the enforcement of laws and including
the licensing of dogs, we hope to offset any costs incurred by
the town for services and/or dog damages.
We wish to remind all dog owners that State Law requires all dogs
to be leashed or under the immediate, personal control of someone
is mandatory. The fact that a dog only travels around the neigh-
borhood or to the neighbor's yard is still a violation of the
law. A S10.00 penalty is the minimum assessed for this offense
and any subsequent violations will tend to increase the penalty
accordingly.
We ask that you be considerate of your neighbor and your pocket-
book. Obey the leash law. Last year several summonses were
issued by the dog officer, including warnings. We would prefer
to have you keep your dog at home and enjoy your animal.
For the benefit of newer residents, the law requires the licens-
ing of all dogs without exception, over the age of three (3)
months. The dog must have received a rabies innoculation and
the certificate must be presented to the town clerk before a
license can be issued. Failure to license the dog prior to May
1st will result in a 81.00 per month late fee in addition to any
other penalties that may be assessed by the Dog Officer. Each
dog must wear a collar around its neck, attached to said collar a
metal tag distinctly marked with its registration number.
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A rabies inoculation clinic is usually sponsored in the month of
April, whereby dog owners may have their pet inoculated at a re-
duced fee. Check your newspapers for date and location.
Respectfully Submitted





REPORT OF THE KENSINGTON RECREATION COMMISSION
The committee thanks townspeople for their efforts in the con-
tinued care and preservation of our park. Plans for the restor-
ation of the baseball dugout and the cookout facilities ace being
considered. It is hoped that electrical power will once again
be available for our needs.
Thank you also for the care of the great picnic tables in the
pavilion. Maintenance is the responsibility of us all, and our
park will not take care of itself.
The Committee has approached the State Department of Public Works
and Highways on the topic of bicycle paths along Rte. 150. The
reply this past August leaves us with some hope and enthusiasm
for further consideration of this matter over the next three
years. If we can get such a project approved, we have been in-
formed that because Rte. 150 is on the Federal-aid Secondary
system, the work performed would be eligible for 75% Federal and
25% State funding.
The park will be open again in the spring for the many functions





KENSINGTON PUBLIC LIBRARY TREASURER'S REPORT FOR 1982
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1982 8 9,765.17
Receipts:
Town of Kensington 21,5^5.00
Fines, Book Sales 594.^-3
Gifts, Wilson Booksale 114.87
Friends of the Library 350.00
Reimbursements 187.00
Town Trust Funds 305.50









Repair to Equipment 101.60
RECI Books 330.00
Operating Supplies 447.00
Dues & Conventions 104.00
Insurance 318.00
Cleaning, Snow Shoveling 352.08
Copier 8.46







(Dispursement of funds received
from friends, ins. to Social
Trustees, etc.
Total
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1982





Bal. on Hand 12/31/81
Interest





KENSINGTON PUBLIC LIBRARY PROPOSED BUDGET 1983
According to the N. H. State Library Law, all fine money shall be
spent on books and trust funds according to designation. Gifts
and memorial funds are spent as requested.
Salaries
Social Security
Heat (oil & Electric
Lights
Operating Exps.
Book Budget & Aesop
Magazines










































Despite the loss of the valuable Bookmobile Service provided
by the State Library for many years and the high cost of books
that we were able to buy from our budget the library has contin-
ued to try to serve the community adequately. We still can bor-
row books through the former bookmobile collection but it is now
located in Concord rather than Exeter. Sally Head and I made
two trips to Concord during the year to choose books for the use
of our borrowers. These trips mean finding a day when both
Sally and I can take the same day away from the library and we
find very few new books to choose when we get there.
Thanks to the generosity of many local people we added 609
new books to our collection during 1982. Many of these books
were donated and we frequently had no idea who the donors were.
Several times during the year we found cartons of books on the
library proch when we opened. The Dingmans gave us more Time/
Life Books including "the complete set of the Saga of Flight. We
also appreciate the gift of magazines from various people. We
did purchase 335 new books fronm the library budget but the cost
of books has gone way out of sight. Children's books are nearly
as costly as adult books and their life is much less than adult
book life. Ann Smith, Public Library Trustee has continued her
book mending service for us which goes to lengthen the life of
books considerably. We purchase most of our books through the
Seacoast Library Book Cooperative which allows us to take ad-
vantage of better discounts.
We had books given in memory of Ruth Sawyer, Ralph Nelson,
Rosaling Sawyer Chetwynd, otherwise knows as Buddy, Marian Welch
and Clark Jacobs. This is a lasting memorial to those you wish
to remember and we try to take special care of these books.
Sally Head continued to have summer programs for the child-
ren. Besides the Summer Reading Club and the end of the summer
party for the childred who read in the summer program she had
two craft sessions for the children and we continued the summer
kids movies during July and August. We also had a family movie
night during the April vacation for the children and their par-
ents. We plan to repeat the family movies from time to time.
We repeated the Christmas Tree Trimming and Punch Party
which was well attended and everyone seemed to be having a good
time. I know the library staff did.
The library hosted a book autographing party for Don Wilson
in Dec. and the library and the ambulance fund shared in the
profits of the sale of Don's books. Don also gave a copy of each
of his three published books so if you are curious you can borrow
the books from the library.
We could not continue to serve the Elementary School, as
well as we do without the help of our faithful volunteers. This
year they included Joanne Cole, Margaret Perry, Leslie Frank,
Sharon Boyd, Cheryl Sammans, Narda Wilkinson. Susan Gilbert
helps us with our filing and Amy Buxton and Ann Smith help
straighten up the Children's room. I can hardly wait until that
efficient young Amy Buxton gets tall enough to graduate to the
upstairs stack straightening task. She is such an ambitious and
hard working young lady. I sure could use her on the adult stacks.
The library Staff wish to thank all of those who helped in
any way to make the library more useful to the town and if I've
not thanked anyone who helped in any way forgive me.
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I wish to thank the library staff, June Armstrong, Assistant
Librarian, Sally Head, Children's Librarian and Priscilla Prescott
substitute and clerktypist for their dedication and for putting
up with me. Also, we all wish to thank the library trustee, both
public and social for their help and continued dedication. And
last but not least Stanley Underhill for his care in seeing that
the library grounds are attractive and well kept.
And to the townspeople who use the library, please keep com-
ing in and using the library. It is your library and we are the
keepers. We are proud of it and we hope you are.
Respectfully submitted
Lucy Blodgett, Librarian
REPORT OF THE BUILDING COMMITTEE
The building committee met soon after town meeting in March
of 1982, with the three Selectmen and building inspector to dis-
cuss plans to start work on the town hall. After several meet-
ings, the contract was drawn up to move the town hall back twenty
feet and place it on a new foundation.
The contract was awarded to Jack Stilkey Building mover.
The trees were cut, stumps were removed and work was fin-
ally started on the hall in late July. Two sills had to be re-
placed before the building could be moved.
In late September and after many meetings with the con-
tractor and with a great sigh of relief, from the committee, the
hall was finally moved back on the new foundation.
We then continued on to put in the heat, replace the bath-
room and provide some office space.
The parking lot and driveway is done, seeding, landscaping
and painting is planned for early spring.
The building committee has endeavored to accomplish several
things in planning to increase office space in the town hall.
First the maintenance of historical appearance of the town hall
and surrounding buildings, secondly, increasing town office
space, a larger meeting hall and finally improve traffic safety








REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
The past year has been very quiet with regard to land subd-
ivision applications. The board has experienced a slight in-
crease in the request of home use occupation approvals.
Discretionary easements, a provision for those people with
nonconforming lots to become eligible for current land use, was
a new assignment for us in the past year and we had many land
owners apply.
The boards major task has been to work with the Conserva-
tion Comm. , S. E. Regional Planning Comm. , and the Soil Conser-
vation Service in the development of a wetlands ordinance to be
voted on by the voters in this years town warrant.
Respectfully Submitted
Anthony P. Buxton, Chairman
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MARRIAGES RECORDED IN THE TOWN OF KENSINGTON, N. H.
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1982
DATE GROOM AND BRIDE RESIDENCE
Mar. 6 Jeffrey C. Case
Carol A. Powers
Mar. 23 Alan H. Simon
Diane J. Wur^el
May 5 Paul R. Sullivan
Doris N. Atwood.
May 22 Michael S. Cady
Linda C. Dingman
May 22 Roland W. A. Fletcher III
Susan L. Kelsall
May 28 Christopher S. Long
Cindy L. Hamilton
Jun. 5 Allan H. Boudreau
Barbara C. Yardley
Jun. 5 William P. Carmody
Dianne L. Cyr
Jun. 26 James D. Fellows
Jill K. Shute
Jul. 15 Richard E. Carrier
Lillian A. Plourde
Jul. 16 David C. Cole
Cynthia J. Michel
Jul. 24 Bruce G. Richardson
Janice E. Dow
Jul. 31 Gary R. Henson
Alicia M. Crow
Sep. 11 Brian J. Eaton
Bernadette M. Benedetto
Sep. 25 David H. Folley
Debra A. Parsons




































Oct. 23 Carl L. Schrempf Kensington, N. H.
Deborah E. Rand Kensington, N. H.
Nov. 20 Donald A. Moore Kensington, N. H.
Pattiann G. Schultz Newmarket, N. H.
Dec. 18, Steven P. Daskoski Portsmouth, N. H.
Kelley A. Gushue Kensington, N. H.
I hereby certify that the above record is correct to the best of
my knowledge and belief.
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ANNUAL REPORT
Of Officers of the School District
Of the Town of Kensington, New Hampshire
For the Year Beginning July 1, 1981















STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Kensing-
ton, County of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to
vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Kensing-
ton on Saturday, the fifth day of March, 1983, at seven o'clock
in the afternoon to act upon the following articles:
1. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board
and Truant Office and fix the compensation of any other
officers or agents of the School District.
2. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees or
officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote relative
thereto.
3. To see if the District wishes to request from the commis-
sioner of Education a waiver of the requirements stated in
RSA 189: 11-a which requires the establishment of a school
lunch program.
4-. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to make application for, accept, and expend on be-
half of the School District, all gifts, advances, grants
in aid, revenue sharing funds or any other funds for edu-
cational purposes as may now or hereafter be available or
forthcoming from the U. S. Government, the State of New
Hampshire or any of its municipalities or any other state,
local or federal agency.
5. To see if the District will recess the meeting to Saturday,
April 2, 1983, 7:00 p.m., Kensington Town Hall, for the
sole purpose of acting on the following:
A. To see if the District will vote to approve or reject
the fact finder's recommendation under the provisions
of Revised Statutes Annotated Chapter 273-A with re-
spect to the impasse presently existing in negotia-
tions between the Kensington School District and the
Kensington Teachers Association.
B. To see what sum of money the District will vote to
raise and appropriate for the payment of salaries for
School District teachers and all other cost items as
defined by Revised Statute Annotated Chapter 273s A si.
C. To see what sum of money the District will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries for school district officials and
agents, and for the payment of the statutory obligations
of the district.
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(In the event the fact finders report is available or agreement
has been reached by the School Board and the Teachers Associa-
tion, Articles A, B, and C may be acted upon Saturday, March 5»
1983 at said School District meeting called for the purpose of
acting on the listed warrant articles.)
6. To choose Agents and/or Committees in relation to any sub-
ject embraced by this Warrant.
7. To transact any other business that may legally come before
this meeting.





School Board of Kensington, N. H.




School Board of Kensington, N. H.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Kensing-
ton, County of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to
vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Kensing-
ton on Tuesday, the eighth day of March, 1983, from ten o'clock
in the morning until the closing of the polls for the annual Town
Meeting, to act upon the following articles:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing three years.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing three years.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
4-. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing three years.
5. To choose an Auditor for the ensuing year.





School Board of Kensington, N. H.




School Board of Kensington, N. H.
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RECORD OF THE 1982 SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
KENSINGTON, N. H. - MARCH 6, 1982
The annual School District Meeting was called to order by
the Moderator, John York, at 7:02 p.m. Lester Briggs opened
the meeting with an appropriate prayer, followed "by the salute
to the flag. The Moderator read the Warrant.
ARTICLE 1. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
School Board and Truant Officer and fix the compensation of any
other officers or agents of the School District.
Hal Bodwell motioned the article remain the same. Gordon
Swift seconded the motion. The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 2. To hear reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees
or Officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote relative thereto,
Richard Drew motioned to pass over article 2. Linda Blood
seconded the motion. The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the District will vote to change the
term of office for School District Moderator, Clerk and Treasur-
er from one year to a period of three years. Said change will
begin with the 1985 March election.
Linda Blood motioned to accept the article. Hal Bodwell
seconded the motion. Gordon Swift inquired as to why the change.
Richard Drew explained that it would be easier as far as the
treasurers Job is concerned. Voting was required by ballot.
Yes (56) No (12) The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the District will vote to authorize
the School Board to apply for, accept and expend, without fur-
ther action by the School District Meeting, money from any
source which becomes available during the fiscal year. Said
money must be used for legal purposes for which the School Dist-
rict may appropriate money; requires a public hearing on the
action to be taken; must not require the expenditure of other
School District funds; and must be exempt from all provisions of
RSA 32 relative to limitations and expenditures of School Dist-
rict monies.
Dick Drew moved to adopt the article. Hal Bodwell seconded,
Seth Perry asked what the difference was between this article
and article six. Dick Drew explained that article six was from
State fundings. The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the District wishes to request from
the Commissioner of Education a waiver of the requirement
stated in RSA 189: 11 -a which requires the establishment of a
school lunch program.
Linda Blood moved to accept article 5. Several seconded.
Joe Ripel asked if there would be an alternative. Dick Drew
said no, that the State requires this to be voted on. Clem
Streck explained that we don't need a waiver, that we already
have a lunch, it's called brown bagging it. Mr. Fred King ex-
plained that the State requires a Type A meal and that brown
bags were not accepted. Hal Bodwell stated that this is why a
waiver was put in, because we do not want a hot lunch program.
Also, there is not room. The vote was in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the District will vote to authorize
the School Board to make application for, accept, and expend on
behalf of the School District, all gifts, advances, grants in
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behalf of the School District, all gifts, advances, grants in
aid, revenue sharing funds or any other funds for educational
purposes as may now or hereafter he available or forthcoming
from the U. S. Government, the State of New Hampshire or any of
its municipalities or any other state, local or federal agency.
Hal Bodwell motioned to accept this article. Gordon Swift
seconded. The vote was affirmative.
AETICLE 7« To see what sum of money the School District
will vote to raise and appropriate for the support of schools,
for the statutory obligations of the District.
Dick Drew motioned to raise the sum of Six Hundred Thirty
Five thousand, Six Hundred Ninety Four Dollars. (8635,694.00)
Hal Bodwell seconded the motion. Seavie Rideout questioned the
fifty percent increase in the Science program. Dick Drew stated
that program used now is very old. Jessie York asked how much
of Employee Benefits come under salary. Dick Drew said none,
that it was under Personnel Administration, page sixty four (64-).
Marcia York asked if the town paid dental and life insurance,
Dick Drew said yes, twenty four hour coverage. Seavie Rideout
asked if the Life Insurance was paid 100%. Mr. Drew said yes.
Mr. Rideout stated that other school do not pay 100%. Clem
Streck motioned to amend the article to read five Hundred Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($550,000). Charles Eastman seconded. John
York explained that this was an Eighty Five Thousand, Six Hundred
Ninty-Four Dollar (885,694.00) deduction, if we are to cut, then
it should be left to the school board to make the cuts. You
just don't pop off figures. Doris Swift asked for the School
Boards comment. John York said, I think the school board is
dumb-founded. Margaret Sowers questioned the costs to support
foster children. Clem Streck explained that the budget should
be set and stick to it. John York called for a vote. Doris
Swift said, we really need an answer on the increase. Dick Drew
explained that we were up Sixty Two Thousand Dollars (862,000.00)
for Jr. High and High School. For Special Education and trans-
portation. Mrs. Sowers questioned about the children who do not
live with relatives and the foster children and if we are com-
pensated. Mr. Fred King spoke that the law requires that the
town in which a child resides is .responsible. The law does need
changing. Mr. Rideout believed that our tuition was higher than
other towns. Mr. King said that Exeter High and Jr. High is be-
low the State average. Jessie York asked why we were required to
pay for three year olds. Mr. King explained that if the child is
tested by a Doctor or specialist and requires special education,
then by law, we're required to pay, from three years olds to
twenty-one year olds. Dick Sim asked if we get compensation for
the handicapped. Mr. King said yes, only less, we pay a major
portion. There was a call on the amendment. Several asked for a
division of the house. For (24) Opposed (45)
Seavie Rideout recommended an amendment to read Six Hundred
Twenty Six Thousand, One Hundred Fifty Eight Dollars and Fifty
Nine Cents (8626,158.59.) To cut the Science Program, supplies
and books. Blue Corss-Blue Shield and Dental to be cut to fifty
percent. Office expenses and fiscal services, that we should
take care of ourselves. Sandra Gavutis suggested voting on each
cut separate. Gordon Swift asked if there was a hearing on the
budget. Dick Drew said yes. Mr. Swift said, then people should
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have gone to that meeting. Mr. Rideout explained that there was
a lot of opposition at that meeting, that we a?e the highest of
the surrounding towns, that we have to get in line, it's the
school boards place to cut.
Mr. Drew said that the State mandates the budget and the
school board doesn't have the say and that Mr. Rideout isn't
being honest in his cuts. Mr. Rideout explained that his sug-
gested cuts were school items, not State funded. Hal Bodwell
felt the cuts in the Science program would not be good, as these
kids will get way behind, that our kids are on the State average,
Clem Streck felt that Mr. Rideout did not mean to be specific
on each item, that his requests are reasonable. John York felt
that our cost of education was in the ball park with the sur-
rounding schools. Lucy Blodgett asked the Moderator to hand his
gavel over to the Clerk if he wished to make any suggestions.
Mr. York apologized. Seavie Rideout said we pay for teachers to
have the day off to go to a conference and also pay for the sub-
stitute. He, as a teacher, does not get paid for that. Joe
Ripel asked if the salaries in Hampton were higher or lower. Mr,
Rideout said that this was not the question, but Kensington
might be lower. Dick Drew said that we were lower from all the
union except East Kingston, that we are in the bottom of the
salary schedule. Dick Sim felt that we should not compare with
other towns, as we are a very simple town, without the stores
and businesses. Harry Bodwell felt that the school board has
been very careful with our money. If we -are going to tamper
with this, perhaps we should wait and really scrutinize next
year. The question was called for a written ballot to the
amendment of the budget of Six Hundred Twenty Six Thousand, One
Hundred Fifty Eight Dollars and Fifty Nine Cents ($626,158.59).
For (35) No (33) The vote was in favor.
ARTICLE 8. To choose Agents and/or Committees in relation
to any subject embraced by this Warrant.
Dick Drew motioned to pass over this article. Hal Bodwell
seconded the motion. The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 9. To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting. Seavie Rideout suggested that perhaps
the School Board would like help with cutting the budget.
Herbert Eastman moved to adjourn the meeting. Gordon Swift ex-
tended appreciation to the School Board for their hard work.
Several seconded the motion to adjourn. The vote was affirma-
time. The Moderator, John, York, declared the School District




Results of the Election for Kensington School District Officials
on March 9, 1982. There were Three Hundred Thirty Nine (539)
ballots cast, of which seventeen (17) blanks and four (4) ab-
sentee. Elected *
MODERATOR (1 yr.) Write-im
John York 57 Gerald Easson 1
Steve Smith 26 Dr. Young 1
Clem Streck 5 Hal Bodwell 1
Harry Bodwell 4 Lucy Blodgett 1
Terry Rogers 4 Max Satchell 1
Horace Gourley 3 Ron Strickland 1
Steve Rideout 2 Roger Smith 1
Joseph Ripel 2 George Martin 1
Judy Pease 2 Sandra Gavutis 1
Priscilla Schweitzer 2 Clark Jacobs 1
Hubie Schweitzer 1 James Kaler 1
Nora Tuthill 1 Steve Jones 1
SCHOOL CLERK (1 yr.) Write-in
Terrie Steeves 63 Lydia Lambert 1
Margaret Ruggeri 7 Priscilla Schweitz er 1
Mary Hill 2 Barbara Brewster 1
Carol Sgrgent 2 Bucky Miller 1
Gloria Lizotte 1 James Hill 1
Martha Bernier 1 Patricia Simons 1
Linda Buxton 1 Clem Streck 1
M^rcia York 1
AUDITOR (1Yr.) Write-in
Robert Batchelder 23 Bobbi Keough 1
Emmons Sanborn 14 Robert Sargent 1
Joan Kaler 5 Steve Rideout 1
Ronald Ouellet 3 Lydia Lambert 1
Les Briggs 2 Norman Geis 1
Joseph Ripel 2 Herman Maryea 1
Linda Buxton 1 Arthur Batchelder 1
Donald Chase 1 David Lambert 1
Ed Ruggeri 1 Carol Sargent 1
Mary Batchelder 1
TREASURER (1 yr.) Write-in
Mary Batchelder 50 Janie St.Mart in 1
Carol Sargent 38 Joanne Cole 1
Les Briggs 14 Ruth Batchelder 1
Terrie Steeves 3 Bette Willoughby 1
Joan Kaler 2 Lydia Lambert 1
Carlene Wiggin 1 Ann Smith 1
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SCHOOL BOARD (3 yrs.)
Richard Drew 231* Carol Graves 1
Steve Rideout 13 Richard Sim 1
Clem Streck 7 Carolyn T. Gorrill 1
Hal Bodwell 2 Ann Smith 1
Alma Ripel 1 Martha Bernier 1
Gloria Lizotte 1 George Martin 1
Nancy Roffman 1
Richard Drew, having been declared elected, was given the
oath of his respective office by the Town Moderator, John York,
March 9> 1982. Ballots were sealed, signed and turned over to
the school clerk along with the check list, to be kept for
sixty (60) days.
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District Officer Services
Salaries 1,630.00 1,580.00 1,580.00
SAU #16 Expenses 11,930.00 7,128.00 7,262.00
SPED Assessment 1,854.00 3,4-14.00 3,566.00
Region #9 Assessment 284.00 313.00
School Board Expenses 398.80 830.00 830.00
Administrative Services
Principal's Salary 15,705.15 20,090.00 21,363.00
Secretary's Salary 5,354.17 5,750.00 5,750.00
Telephone 573.88 550.00 605.00
Supplies 617.49 1,250.00 1,050.00
Dues 240.00 300.00
Business Services/Maintenance of Plant
Accounting Services 6,298.00 3,464.00
Custodial Salaries 6,651.98 7,078.00 7,078.00
Fuel Oil 7,161.34 7,594.00 7,614.00
Electricity 1,876.80 2,194.00 2,570.00
Contracted Services 3,013.23 1,685.00 1,885.00
Insurance 1,629.00 2,160.00 1,763.00
Adm. Ins. Bond 30.00 0.00 30.00
Adm. Ins, Vehicle 40.00 0.00 54.00
Supplies 310.43 1,800.00 2,000.00
Energy Conservation 655.00
Pupil Transportation
Regular Transportation 44,280.00 44,928.00 48,994.00
SPED Transportation 2,064.45 9,600.00 4,000.00
Field Trips 940.00
Personnel Administration
Health Insurance 7,574.82 9,891.00 13,976.00
Dental Insurance 659.00 704.00
Life Insurance 130.41 420.00 303.00
Workman's Comp. 718.00 744.00 410.00
Retirement - teachers 2,984.07 3,183.00 2,088.00
FICA 9,696.05 10,396.00 10,032.00
Unimployment 568.89 1,687.00 1,714.00
FACILITIES ACQUISITION/CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
Block Grant 1,708.00









Balance (Actual or Estimate) 24,514.47 22,149.39
Sweepstakes 5,399.37 5,314.00 5,300.00
Building Aid 941.00
Handicapped Aid 19,648.10 19,648.00 19,648.00






Total Reciepts 64,681.71 48,111.39 29,606.00
District Assessment 515.246.00 578,047.20 678,998.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATION VOTED CR
TO BE VOTED BY DISTRICT 568,800.00 626,158.59 708,604.00
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1, 1981 to June 30, 1982
Cash on Hand July 1, 1981 8 47,366.58
Received from Selectman 513,246.00
Revenue from State Sources 10,294.30
Revenue from Federal Sources 20,398.68
Received from all Other Sources 10,084.93
Total Receipts 554,023.91
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year 601,390.49
Less School Board Orders Paid 545.092.17
Balance on Hand June 30, 1982 $ 56,298.52
July 20, 1982 Mary Batchelder
District Treasurer
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the hooks, vouchers, hank
statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the
school district of Kensington, N. H., of which the above is a
true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1982 and find
them correct in all respects.
July 23, 1982 Robert E. Batchelder
Auditor
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Office of the Superintendent 11,930.00






















































Superintendent of Schools, Fred B. King
Many times throughout the year someone poses a \ery legiti-
mate question, "How good are the Schools of this community?"
One has to base the answer on the over-all "track record" of the
school and not on isolated items based on a single child. One
has to look at the total continum of educational opportunities
and the student performance as a result of those experiences.
The schools of SAU #16 as a public school system tries to
meet the needs of each child. There is a program available which
trys to fulfill this goal. Let me summarize these:
1) Regular classes designed to group students according to
ability and need. Well defined objectives have been est-
ablished and a systematic approach (sometimes referred
to as "levels") has been established to aid the ac-
countability of student learning in the key areas of
reading, language arts and math.
2) Special education classes for students with mental ex-
ceptionalities from the educable to the severely and
profoundly handicapped, emotionally disturbed, oral
language impaired, hearing impaired, visually impaired,
multiply handicapped, and those with learning dis-
abilities.
3) College preparatory classes that train graduates who
constantly compete at colleges throughout the United
States at a successfully high level.
4) A Vocational Center that provides programs in many
different vocational areas where many students gain job
placement in skilled areas prior to graduation.
5) A successfully diversified co-curricular program of
athletics, music, speech, drama, arts, etc., to meet the
needs of all students.
6) Financially efficient operation that blends available
resources with prioritized needs.
7) Competent teaching and administrative staff members who
pride themselves in assisting students to develop their
innate abilities.
8) Curricular course guides designed with specific objec-
tives for student achievement to assure a degree of
accountability and consistency.
9) Supplemental pupil services of guidance, counseling,
social work, health, testing, and psychological services
to meet student needs.
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10) A modern and efficient program of transportation.
11) An efficient program of building maintenance services and
renovation where needed.
Sometimes not everyone's needs are met as well as one would
like but in comparing our graduate programs and services with
those of other communities I believe you would be hard pressed
to find a school system that better deals with all childrens
needs than does the Schools of SAU #16.
As schools look to the future two needs stand out. We need
to organize a program of computer education from grades one to
twelve, educate our staff and provide adequate computers and
software to carry out the program. The second need deals with
the high school library in Exeter. It is in need of additional
space to meet the requirements of a good high school library.
A committee should review and study this problem and present a
solution to the Exeter School District a year from now. With
the college competition today, and the need for good research
skills we cannot afford to neglect the very "heart" of any
school system - namely its library facility.
Since this is the last report that I shall prepare I wish to
express my thanks to the many fine people whom I have met over
the years. Most of my memories are pleasant ones and they cer-
tainly far outweigh the disagreeable and politically oriented
ones that have come my way as of late.
One way to insure that schools continue to grow is to have
citizens become interested and involved. Citizens should want
to know what is going on and be keenly aware of actions taken
by the local school board in their behalf. Attendance at board
meetings and voicing opinions is an option every citizen has and
it should be utilized more frequently in the days ahead. Rem-
ember children are indeed our most important resource and we must
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Unreserved Fund Bal., June 30, 1983
School Adm. Unit Support







All Other Instructional Programs
Title 1
All Office of Superintendent
All Fiscal
All Operation & Maint. of Plant
All Other Support Services
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
LESS EST. REVENUES (From ahove)
AMOUNT TO BE SHARED BY DISTRICTS

































1981-82 Pupil Combined Dist.
Pupils % % Share
185.8 5.36 7.74 13,580
116.5 3.36 4.65 8,159
2721 .1 78.45 65.94 115,696
145.3 4.19 6.17 10,828
49.8 1.44 3.77 6,613
250.0 7.20 11.73 20,580
January 13, 1983 Harold Bodwell III, Chairman
School Adm. Unit Board
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SAU #16 PROPOSED SCHOOL CALENDAR
1983 - 84





M T W TH F
1 2
X X 7 8 9
12 13 14 15 16
19 20 21 22 23
26 27 28 29 30
3 4 5 6 7
10 11 12 13 14
17 18 19 20 T






M T W TH F
1 2 5
6 7 8 9 10
13 14 15 16 17
20 21 22 23 24
X X X
X X
5 6 7 8 9
12 13 14 15 16
19 20 21 22 23
26 27 27 29 30
NOV. 12 3 4
7 8 9 10 X
19 14 15 16 17 18
28 22 23 XX
29 30
DEC. 1 2
5 6 7 8 9
16 12 13 14 15 16
19 20 21 22 X
X" X X X X
APR. 2 3 4 5 6
9 10 11 12 13
16 16 17 18 19 20
X X X X X
30
MAY 12 3 4
7 8 9 10 11
22 14 15 16 17 18
21 22 23 24 25









































Dec. 23 - Jan.
Feb. 27 - Mar.











*It should be noted that these two holidays are required to be
days out of school by statute (RSA 288:4).
FOR EXETER: In-service Days Sep. 1 & Sep. 2 and Tues., Sept. i
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INFORMATION FOR KENSINGTON RESIDENTS
RULES & REGULATIONS FOR WASTE OR REFUSE DISPOSAL
1
.
There will be a house to house pickup every Wednesday of each
week.
2. Waste must be contained in plastic bags or trash containers,
not to exceed a capacity of 30 gallons.
3. Solid waste must be placed at end of driveway at 7 a.m.
4. Weight of any container not to exceed 100 pounds.
5. No brush or stumps will be picked up and no 55 gallon drums
are to be used.
6. Refrigerators, stoves, washing machines, dryers and tires
will be picked up the first Tuesday in May and November.
7. Providing leaves are to be disposed of along with solid
waste, the limit for each week will be four 30 gallon trash
containers or 8 plastic bags.
8. There will be a container placed at the Elementary School for
the use of the school, fire house, library, town hall, church
and american legion.
LICENSING OF DOGS
Each owner of a dog 3 months old or over must register the
dog with the Town Clerk before May 1st. Each dog over 3 months
must have received a "rabies vaccination" certificate of vac-
cination to be presented to the Town Clerk at time of licencing.
Each Dog must wear a collar around its neck; attached to said
collar a metal tag distinctly marked with its registration num-
ber.
License fees are as follows:
Male 86.00 Female 86.50
Neutered Male 83-50 Spayed Female 83-50
Penalties -81.00 per month after May 1st.
JUNK CAR REGULATIONS
A recent N. H. Statute requires anyone with two or more un-
registered or old cars no longer intended or in condition for
legal use on highways or used auto parts equal in bulk to two
vehicles must obtain a license or be subject to a 310.00 a day
fine and a mandatory injunction to end the violation by the
selectmen. New and used car dealers registered as such are not
considered auto junk dealers but must remove any junk cars from
their premises within 160 days.


